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Abstract 

The Minimum Cost Flow Problem (MCFP) is a logical and distribution problem 
which is one of the classical combinatorial optimization and an NP-hard 
problem. We propose a new version of a MCFP, this version is a Minimum Cost 
Flow Problem on a Time-Varying and Time-Windows (MCFPTVTW). A 
mathematical model of the MCFPTVTW is presented. The objective is to find an 
optimal schedule to send a flow from the source vertex s to it’s the sink vertex ρ  
satisfies a time-varying and time-windows constraint with the minimum cost of 
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the arc ( )itacr ν,  and a minimum waiting times at vertices ( ) ,, itc iw νν  

subject to the constraint that the flow must arrive at the sink vertex with time 
.Tt i ≤ν  Finally, an algorithm of the MCFPTVTW is presented. 

1. Introduction 

The minimum cost flow problem (MCFP) is a basic problem in 
network flow theory with several applications, which is one of the 
classical combinatorial optimization and an NP-hard problem. The MCFP 
on a network has been studied extensively, see ([1, 2]). We consider 

( [ ] )ρ= ,,,,,,,,, sbaccblAVG iiwr νν  be a network without parallel 

arcs and loops, where V is a set of vertices and A is a set of arcs. For each 
vertex niVi ,,2,1, …=∈ν  is an associated a three integer parameters, 

a waiting cost ( ),, itc iw νν  a vertex capacity ( )itl i νν ,  and a time-

windows [ ]ii ba νν ,  For each arc ( ) Aa ii ∈= +1, νν  is an associated a 

three integer parameters, a positive transit time ( ),, itab ν  a transit cost 

( ),, itacr ν  and a positive capacity limit ( )., ital ν  All these parameters 

are functions of the time [ ],,0 Tt i ∈ν  where .iii bta ννν ≤≤  The source 

vertex s and the sink vertex ρ  are time-windows [ ],, ss ba  [ ]ρρ ba ,  

respectively, see ([8, 9, 10, 11, 16]), the flow must arrived at a vertex 
Vi ∈ν  before the time ,ibν  if it arrives before ,iaν  it must a waiting 

time iaν  before treating the flow at a vertex Vi ∈ν  (a waiting time 

( ) 0iw ν ), see ([3, 4, 5, 6, 7]). The problem is to determine how given the 

amount of the flow can be sent from one vertex s (the source) to another 
vertex ρ  (the sink) at the minimum cost, subject to the capacity limits on 

the arcs of a network, see ([12, 13, 14, 15). Traditionally, this problem is 
considered as a static one, where it is assumed that it takes zero time to 
traverse any arc, and all attributes of the network, including the cost to 
send a flow on the arc, and the capacity of the arc, are time invariant. A 
more realistic model is to take into account the time needed to traverse an 
arc. The transit times ( )1, +iib νν  on the arc ( ) niAii ,,2,1,, 1 …=∈+νν  
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and time-windows [ ] [ ]Ttbtaba iiiiii ,0,,, ∈≤≤ νννννν  for each vertex 

,Vi ∈ν  subject to the condition that the schedule remains optimal for 

any .Tt i ≤ν  The new version of the problem becomes so-called a 

minimum cost flow problem on a time-varying and time-windows 
(MCFPTVTW). 

The remainder of this article is organized as follows, after the 
introduction; in Section 2, we will introduce some important basic 
concepts and definitions of a time-varying and time-windows of a shortest 
dynamic f-augmenting path and a dynamic residual network. In Section 
3, we presented the dynamic residual network with a time-varying and 
time-windows. In Section 4, we propose, the general mathematical model 
of the MCFPTVTW. In Section 5, we consider an instance without a 
waiting time. In Section 6, we presented an algorithm of the 
MCFPTVTW. Finally, the conclusion is given in Section 7. 

2. Basic Concepts, Notations and Definitions 

Let ( [ ] )ρ= ,,,,,,,,, sbaccblAVG iiwr νν  be a network without a 

parallel arcs and loops, where V is a set of vertices and A is a set of arcs. 
The parameters wr ccbl ,,,  of the network are functions of time ,Tt i ≤ν  

where [ ] nibtaTt iiii ,,2,1,,,0 …=≤≤∈ νννν  is an integer number, 

[ ]ii ba νν ,  is a time-windows for each vertex .Vi ∈ν  More specifically, 

( )1,, 1 ++ itl ii ννν  is the capacity of an arc ( ) Aii ∈+1, νν  at time 

( ) { }ρ∈ ,\,,, sVtlt ii ii νν νν  is the capacity of a vertex iν  during the 

period from itν  to ,1+itν  which is the maximum allowable flow              

that can wait at the vertex of any time during the period 
[ ] ( )11 ,,,, 1 ++ + iii tbtt ii ννν νν  is the transit time needed to send a flow 

through the arc ( )1, +ii νν  at time ( )11 ,,, 1 ++ + ii tct iir νν νν  is the cost for a 

transmitting one unit of flow through the arc ( )1, +ii νν  at time 1+itν  and 
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( )itc iw νν ,  is the unit cost for keeping one unit of the flow waiting at the 

vertex iν  for the duration [ ]., 1+ii tt νν  We assume that ,,, rclb  and wc  

are integers, and two particular vertices s and ρ  are the source and the 

sink vertices, respectively. 

In this article, we consider ,, AmVn ==  and ( )1,, 1 ++ itf ii ννν  be 

a flow value on the arc ( )1, +ii νν  during the period [ ( ,,, 1++ iibtt ii νννν  

)] ( ) { }ρ∈∀
+

,\,,,1 sVtft ii ii νν νν  is a flow value waiting at the vertex 

iν  during the period [ ] iiiii btatt ννννν ≤≤
+

,, 1  and ( )Tf ,α  is the total 

flow value under a schedule ,α  which specifies when and how to send a 
flow from the source vertex s to the sink vertex ρ  within a time-varying, 

time-windows and a time limit T , then 

( )
( ) ( )

( ).,,,
,,,,

i
iiii

tfTf i
TtbtA

ν
νν

ν
νν

ρ=α ∑
≤ρ+∈ρ

 (1) 

A minimum cost flow problem with time-varying and time-windows is to 
find a feasible schedule to send a given flow fν  from s to ρ  within the 

time limit T so as to minimize the total cost satisfy all the constraints. 

A time-varying and time-windows is an essential ingredient which we 
must consider in our model. Consequently, some important concepts and 
procedures will have to be re-defined and re-constructed, to take into 
account the existence of dynamic time. Without ambiguity, in the 
following, we will assume that the length of an arc is equal to its cost, 
and use interchangeably the terminologies cost and length of the shortest 
path and cheapest path. Further, we denote ( )isP ν,  as a directed path 

from s to iν  connecting to the vertices ,;,,, 21 Vs in ∈= νννν …  

,,,2,1 ni …=  where ( ) ( ),, ii w ννβ  and ( )iντ  are respectively, the arrival 

time, the waiting time, and the departure time at the vertex iν  with a 

time [ ].,0,, Ttbtat iiiii ∈≤≤ ννννν  The path has a time itν  if the total 

time required to traverse this path is .Tt i ≤ν  
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Definition 2.1. Let ( [ ] )τ= ,,,,,,,,, sbaccblAVG iiwr νν  be a 

network where V is a limited set of vertices niVi ,,2,1, …=∈ν  and A 

is a set of arcs. Each arc ( ) Aji ∈νν ,  has an integral numbers ,,, rcbl  

and .wc  The source vertex s and the sink vertex ρ  with time-windows 

[ ] [ ],,,, ρρ baba ss  respectively. A time-window is defined by, for each 

vertex Vji ∈νν ,  has time-windows [ ]ii ba νν ,  and [ ],, jj ba νν  

respectively, ,,,2,1,; njiji …=≠  see Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. A representation of time-windows of the two vertices 
.,,2,1,;,, njijiVji …=≠∈νν  

Definition 2.2. The path ( )isP ν,  is said to be a dynamic                    

f-augmenting path from s to iν  with time-varying and time-windows 

iiii btaTt νννν ≤≤≤ ,  if it satisfies 

( ) ( ( )) ( ),,, 111 iiiii b ννννν β=τ+τ• −−−   (2) 

( ) ( ) ( ),iii w ννν τ=+β•   (3) 

( ( )) ,0,, 11 −− τ• iiil ννν   (4) 

( ) ,0, 11 −−• itl i νν  (5) 

for ni ,,3,2 …=  and ( ) ( ),11 −− β=τ ii νν  then there is no waiting time, 

i.e., ( )( ).01 =−iw ν  
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Definition 2.3. Let ( )isP ν,  be a dynamic f-augmenting path from s 

to ,iν  with time-varying and time-windows ,, iiii btaTt νννν ≤≤≤  the 

capacity of the path ( )isP ν,  is defined as ( )( ) { },,min, 21 δδ=isPCap ν  

where ( ( ))1121 ,,min −−≤≤
τ=δ iiini

l ννν  and 
( )

( ,minmin 1022
1

−≤≤≤≤ −
=δ iwtni

l
ii

ν
νν

 

( )).1−β iν  

In this work, the algorithm to be developed will search, successively, 
the shortest paths from the source vertex s to the sink vertex ρ  in a 

dynamic residual network and then the transmit time as much as 
possible flow along the paths, also, satisfy a time-varying and time-
window constraint. In [13], we will need the network updating procedure 
to keep the needed information on the current dynamic flow, which is to 
be introduced below. In our network of the updating procedure, we 
create, initially, a new network to replace the original one. 

Definition 2.4. For every arc ( ) ,, 1 Aii ∈+νν  we create an artificial 

arc, denoted by [ ].,1 ii νν +  It’s a transit time [ ],,,1 itb ii ννν +  a transit cost 

[ ],,,1 itc iir ννν +  and the capacity [ ],,,1 itl ii ννν +  where iii bta ννν ≤≤  

are defined as follows: 

For niVi ,,2,1; …=∈ν  

[ ] ( ) ( ) TuTubutubtb iiiiii ii ≤≤≤+=≤−= +++ +
0,,,0if,,,, 111 1 νννννν νν  

∞=  otherwise, (6) 

[ ] ( ) ( ) TuTubutifuctc iiiiriir ii ≤≤≤+=≤−= +++ +
0,,,0,,,, 111 1 νννννν νν  

∞=  otherwise, (7) 

[ ] ( ) .,0,,,0,, 11 iiiii btaTtAtl iiii ννννν νννν ≤≤≤≤∈∀= ++   (8) 

For every vertex ,Vi ∈ν  we define [ ]itl i νν ,  as the capacity within which 

a flow can be waiting at iν  from time itν  to 1−itν  and [ ]itc iw νν ,  as the 

cost from a flow to stay at iν  from time itν  to .1−itν  Initially, let 
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[ ] [ ] ( ) [ ].,0;,,2,1,,,and0, 11 11 Ttnitctctl iiii iwiwi ∈=∀−==
++ ++ νννν ννν …  

(9) 

No flow can be send along any artificial arcs in the network as defined 
above since the capacities of these arcs are a set to zero. Hence, this a 
new network is equivalence to the original one, and so we will still denote 
it by G. 

3. A Dynamic Residual Network with Time-Varying  
and Time-Windows 

Let ( )ρ,sP  be a dynamic f-augmenting path from s to ,ρ  and pf  be 

the flow value send along ( )ρ,sP  which satisfies ( )( ).,0 ρ≤≤ sPCapfp  

For [ ]Ttbtani iiii ,0,;1,,2,1 ∈≤≤−= νννν…  and [ ]ii ba νν ,  is a 

time-windows for each vertex { },,\ ρ∈ sViν  then the update of the arc 

capacity is given by: 

● If ( )1, +ii νν  is not an artificial arc. Let 

( ( )) ( ( )),,,,, 11 iiipiii lfl νννννν τ=+τ ++   (10) 

[ ( )] [ ( )].,,,, 1111 ++++ β=−β iiipiii lfl νννννν   (11) 

● If ( )1, +ii νν  is an artificial arc. Let 

[ ( )] ( ( )),,,,, 11 iiipiii lfl νννννν τ=+τ ++   (12) 

( ( )) ( ( )).,,,, 1111 ++++ β=−β iiipiii lfl νννννν   (13) 

For ,1,,2,1 −= ni …  the update of a vertex capacity is given by: 

● If the waiting time at vertex iν  is positive ( )( ).0iw ν  Let 

( ) ( ) ( ),where,,, iipi iii ttlftl ννν ννν τ==+   (14) 

[ ] [ ] ( ).where,,, iipi iii ttlftl ννν ννν β==−   (15) 
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● If the waiting time at vertex iν  is negative ( )( ).0≺iw ν  Let 

[ ] [ ] ( ),where,,, iipi iii ttlftl ννν ννν τ==+   (16) 

( ) ( ) ( ).where,,, iipi iii ttlftl ννν ννν β==−   (17) 

The network generated by the network updating procedure above is said 
to be a dynamic residual network of the time-varying and time-windows. 

The optimization problem in the original network and in a dynamic 
residual network time-windows is equivalent to the sense that there is a 
one-to-one correspondence between their feasible solutions. 

In the original network, we assume that all transit times 
( ) .0,, 11 ++ itb ii ννν  Thus, the first dynamic f-augmenting path will 

only contain arcs with positive a transit times ( ) 0,, 11 ++ itb ii ννν  and 

positive waiting times ( ) .0, itw i νν  But in a dynamic residual network 

of the time-varying and time-windows, the transit time associated with 
an artificial arc is a negative number, and a flow can be stored at a vertex 
for a negative waiting time. Therefore, a dynamic f-augmenting path 
found in the dynamic residual network of a time-varying and time-
windows may contain some arcs with negative a transit times and 
negative waiting times. 

Definition 3.1. Let ( ) ( )ii νν τβ ,  and ( ) ( ) ,0,,,2,1, ≺… ii wniw νν =  

then ( )isP ν,  is said to be f-augmenting path from s to .iν  If for 

,,,,,2 Ttbtani iiii ≤≤≤= νννν…  then for each vertex { }ρ∈ ,\ sViν  it 

satisfies: 

( ) [ ( )] ( ),,, 111 iiiii b ννννν β=τ+τ• −−−   (18) 

( ) ( ) ( ),iii w ννν τ=+β•   (19) 

[ ( )] ( ) arc,artificialanis,if,0,, 111 iiiiil ννννν −−− τ•   (20) 

[ ] ( ) ( ) where,0if,,0, 1111 1 ≺−−−− β=•
− iiii wttl i ννν ν  

( ) ( ) .,,2for,0,0 niTT ii …=≤τ≤≤β≤ νν   (21) 
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Definition 3.2. For a vertex { }sVi \∈ν  and a given time-varying 

and time-windows ,Tt i ≤ν  where ,iii bta ννν ≤≤  the cost of a shortest 

dynamic f-incrementing path from s to iν  with time itν  is said to be 

infinity if: 

● there is no path from s to ,iν  or 

● all paths from s to iν  either have times greater than itν  or a violate 

of some other constraints and thus the infeasible. 

4. A Mathematical Model of the MCFPTVTW 

● The general mathematical model of the problem is given by: 

( )
( ) ( )ii

iiiiii

tftc iiiir
btaTAt

νν
νν

νννν
νννν

,,,,min 11
,, 1

++
≤≤≤∈

∑∑
+

 

( ) ( ),,,
,

ii
iiiii

tftc iiw
btaTVt

νν
ν

νν
νννν

∑∑
≤≤≤∈

+  (22) 

subject to: 

( )
( )

( ) { ( ) }
( ),,,,,

,,:,
i

iiiii
i

ii

tftsf i
TtbttA

i
TtAs

ν
νν

ν
ν,

νν
νννν

ρ= ∑∑∑∑
≤ρ+∈ρ≤∈

 

[ ],,0, TtV ii ∈∈∀ νν   (23) 

( ) ( )
( ) ( )1

11

,,, 11
,,,,

+
++

++
=′+′∈

+′∑ ii
iiiiiii

tftf iii
ttbtA

νν
νννν

ννν
ννν

 

( )
( ),,, 1

1
1

,
+

+

+
∈

∑= i
ii

tf ii
A

ν
νν

νν    

{ } [ ] ,,,2,1,,,0,,\, 1 nibtaTtsV iiiiii …=≤≤∈ρ∈∀ + νννννν  (24) 

( ) ( ),,,,,0 11 11 ++ ++ ≤≤ ii tltf iiii νν νννν    

( ) [ ] ,,,2,1,,,0,, 1 nibtaTtA iiiiii …=≤≤∈∈∀ + νννννν   (25) 
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( ) ( ) [ ] .,,2,1,,,0,,,0 nibtaTtVtltf iiiiii iii …=≤≤∈∈∀≤≤ νννννν ννν  

(26) 

Equation (22) is the objective function that minimizes the total cost. 
Equation (23) is the flow value departure from the source s and arrival to 
the sink ρ  with time .Tt i ≤ν  Equation (24) is flow conservation. 

Equations (25) and (26) are the capacity constraints on arcs and vertices, 
respectively. All constraints are satisfies the time-varying and time-
windows conditions. 

5. An Instance without a Waiting Time 

Consider ( [ ] )ρ= ,,,,,,,,, sbaccblAVG iiwr νν  be a network of a 

time-varying and time-windows with nonzero transit times, arbitrary 
costs, and no negative cycles. We will develop an algorithm to find a 
shortest dynamic f-augmenting path from s to ρ  with time at most 

,Tt i ≤ν  where no waiting time ( )( ) { } ,2,1,,\,0 =ρ∈∀= isVw ii νν  

n,…  is permitted at any vertex. We will develop a procedure, called a 

shortest dynamic f-augmenting path of time-varying and time-windows 
searching process for the zero waiting time, which contains two different 
searching operations: 

● the first is a forward searching, 

● the second is a backward searching. 

Both operations are designed by using the dynamic programming 
method, and the forward searching is to deal with positive transit times 
while backward searching will deal with negative transit times. The 
procedure will be solve the following sub-problem, where a transit times 
and a costs can be negative, and a negative cycle is defined as such a 
cycle that one can traverse at a time itν  and return to the original place 

at the same time ,itν  where [ ] nibtaTt iiii ,,2,1,,,0 …=≤≤∈ νννν  

with the total cost being negative. 
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Definition 5.1. Let ( )isP ν,  be a dynamic f-augmenting path with a 

time-varying and time-windows from s to ., iiii btaTt νννν ≤≤≤  A 

section ( ) njiP ji ≤≤≤1,, νν  is defined as a sub-path of ( ),, isP ν  

where all the transit times have the same sign. A section of ( )isP ν,  is 

said to be positive (or negative) if its transit times are all positive (or 
negative). 

Remark. A dynamic f-augmenting path with a time-varying and 
time-windows consists of the several positive and negative sections 
alternatively. The number of these sections is said to be the alternating 
number of ( )., isP ν  

Definition 5.2. Let ( )kitd iz νν ,  is the length of a shortest dynamic   

f-augmenting path with a time-varying and time-windows from the 
source vertex s to the vertex iν  of time exactly ,Tt i ≤ν  with the 

alternating number at most .k  

Since there are no negative cycles in G, it is clear that a shortest 
dynamic faugmenting path P cannot contain more than n vertices and 
each vertex cannot be visited more than once at any time [ ],,0, Ttt ii ∈νν  

.,,2,1; nibta iii …=≤≤ ννν  Therefore, P cannot contain more than nT 

sections. In the other words, ( )kitd iz νν ,  is the length of the shortest 

dynamic f-augmenting path with a time-varying and time-windows from 
s to iν  of time exactly ,itν  when .nT≥k  

We now describe the procedure to solve the sub-problem, in which +A  

and −A  denote the set of all positive and negative arcs, respectively, where 
a positive (negative) arc means an arc with positive (negative) transit 
time. 
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In the following sections, we will present an algorithm of the 
MCFPTVTW; our algorithms satisfy the time-varying and time-windows 
constraint of the network problem without a waiting time. 

6. An Algorithm of the MCFPTVTW 

(i) The first algorithm: 

Begin 

Initialize: ( ) ( ) ,,:,,0:0, Tttsdsd ii
o

z
o

z ≤∞== νν  

( ) { } ;,,1,0,,;\,:, 11 1 nibtaTtsVtd iiiii i
o

iz …=≤≤≤∈∀∞= ++ + ννννν νν  

Sort all values ( )ubu ii ,, 1++ νν  for [ ]Tu ,1∈  and for all arcs 

( ) ;, 1
+

+ ∈ Aii νν  

Sort all values [ ]ubu ii ,, 1++ νν  for [ ]1,0 −∈ Tu  and for all arcs 

[ ] ;0:;, 1 =∈ −
+ iAii νν  

Do 

;1: += ii  

For all [ ]TtV ii ,0,1 ∈∈+ νν  do ( ) ( ) 1
11 11 ,:, −
++ ++

= i
iz

i
iz ii tdtd νν νν   

Case 1: i is an odd number: 

For Tt i ≤≤ ν1  do 

For every { }sVi \1 ∈+ν  do forward searching operation: 

( ) { ( )
{ ( ) }++

++
∈

++ =
A

i
iz

i
iz

iii
ii tdtd

1
11 ,:

11 min,,min:,
ννν

νν νν  

{ ( ) ( ) }
{ ( ) ( )}};,,,min 10,,,,: 11

ucud iir
i

izultubuu iiiii
+>∧=+

+
++

ννν
νννν ν
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Case 2: i is an even number: 

For [ ]0,1−∈ Tt iν  do 

For every { }ρ∈+ \1 Viν  do backward searching operation: 

( ) { ( )
{ ( ) }−+

++
∈

++ =
A

i
iz

i
iz

iii
ii tdtd

1
11 ,:

11 min,,min:,
ννν

νν νν  

{ [ ] [ ] }
{ ( ) [ ]}};,,,min 10,,,,: 11

ucud iir
i

izultubuu iiiii
+>∧=+

+
++

ννν
νννν ν

 

While there exists at least one ( ) ( ) ;,, 1
11 11

−
++ ++

≠ i
iz

i
iz ii tdtd νν νν  

Let ( ) ( ) ;,min
0

i
zTtz i

i
tdd ν

ν
ρ=ρ

≤≤
∗  

End 

Theorem 6.1. ( )ρ∗
zd  is the length of a shortest dynamic f-augmenting 

path with a time-varying and time-windows from s to ρ  at most 

iiii btaTtT νννν ≤≤≤ ,,  when the above algorithm with no waiting 

time is terminated. 

Proof. For each ,,, iiii btaTtVi ννννν ≤≤≤∈  then ( )iiz itd 1,1 ++ νν  

obtained by the above algorithm which is the length of the shortest 
dynamic       f-augmenting path from s to 1+iν  of a time-varying and time-

windows exactly 1+itν  with the alternating number at most .1+i  

Furthermore, any shortest path must contain a positive section as it’s the 

first section since there are no negative arcs ( ) −
+ ∈ As i 1, ν  in the 

original network G or any residual networks. So, we only need to consider 
the paths whose first sections are positive. 
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The proof is carried out by double inductions on ., iti ν  Consider 

.1=i  Use the second induction on time ., iiii btaTt νννν ≤≤≤  When 

,0=itν  since 1=i  is an odd number, no positive dynamic path 

( )1, +isP ν  of the time exactly itν  exists in G except when .1 si =+ν  We 

know that the length of the shortest dynamic path ( )ssP ,  of time 0 is 0. 

In the initialization of the above algorithm, we have ( ) ,0, 0
1 ∞=+izd ν  

{ }sVi \1 ∈+ν  and ( ) ;00, 1 =sdz  hence the claim holds. 

Assume that 0itν  and, for all values ( )11 1,,
+

′<′ + iii tdtt iz ννν ν  is 

the length of a shortest dynamic path ( )1, +isP ν  of time exactly 1+
′

itν  

with the alternating number at most 1 for all vertices .1+iν  

Consider a vertex .1+iν  First we prove that there exists a path of 

time exactly Tt i ≤ν  with the alternating number 1 and with length 

( ) ,, 1
1 1 ∞=

++ itd iz νν  there is nothing to prove. So assume ( )11 1,
++ itd iz νν  

is finite. Then by the forward searching operation, ( )iiz itd 1,1 ++ νν  comes 

from ( ) ( )ucud iiriz ,,, 1
1

++ ννν  for some iν  such that ( ) +
+ ∈ Aii 1, νν  

and some u such that ( ) .,, 11 +
=+ + itubu ii ννν  By the induction on ,1+itν  

we know that there is a path ( 11 ,, −==′ nsP νν …  )iν=  of time exactly 

u with the alternating number at most 1 and with the length ( ) ., 1ud iz ν  

Then, we extend the path with the vertex ,1+iν  obtaining a path 

( )., 1+isP ν  The time of ( )1, +isP ν  is exactly ≤
+1iaν  11 ++

≤ ii bt νν  and 

the length is ( ) ( ) ( ,,,, 11
1

++ =+ iziiriz ducud νννν  ) .1
1+itν  This is what 

we want to obtain. 
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We now proof that ( )11 1,
++ itd iz νν  is the length of the shortest path 

from s to 1+iν  of time exactly .1 Tt i ≤
+ν  Let ( )11 ,, +=== insP ννν …  

be the shortest path of the time-varying and time-windows exactly 1+itν  

with the alternating number at most 1. If P is an empty path, then si =+1ν  

and the time of P is zero. Then the value ( ) 00, 1 =sdz  is correct. 

Let the path is not empty. Let iν  be the predecessor of 1+iν  on this 

path. Let u be the time of the sub-path ( ),, isP ν  and let ( )iνψ  be the 

length of ( )., isP ν  By definition, ( ).,, 11 ubut iii ++=
+

ννν  Since 

,itu ν≺  by the induction on ( ) ( ) .,, 1udt izii ννν ≥ψ  By the calculation 

formula, P is a path of shortest possible length and of the time exactly 
,Tt i ≤ν  since there is exist a path of time exactly itν  that achieves the 

length ( ) ,, 1
1 1++ itd iz νν  as we showed above. This completes the proof for 

time itν  on .1=i  

Assume that for ,k≺i  the claim is true. Now consider .k=i  We 
discuss two cases in which i are an odd number and an even number, 
respectively. Suppose i is an odd number. Consider .0=itν  Since no 

negative cycles in G, the length of the shortest dynamic path ( )ssP ,  of 

time exactly 0 with the alternating number at most i is 0. For the vertex 
,1 si ≠+ν  since no flow can depart from 1+iν  at time 0, no residual 

network can contain a negative arcs which allow a flow to reach a vertex 

1+iν  from any other vertex iν  at time 0. This means that, there is no a 

dynamic path ( )1, +isP ν  of time exactly 0. On the other hand, in the 

above algorithm, we let ( ) ( ) 1
11 0,0, −
++ = i

iz
i

iz dd νν  at first. By the 

induction on i we know ( ) ∞=−
+

1
1 0, i

izd ν  and by the formula of the 

forward searching operation, ( )iizd 0,1+ν  are unchanged. Thus 

( ) .0,1 +∞=+
i

izd ν  
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Assume the claim holds for .ii tt νν ≺′  Now, consider the case at the 

time .Tt i ≤ν  One can see that there exists a path of time exactly itν  

with the alternating number at most i and with the length 

( ) ., 11
i

iz itd
++ νν  We now prove that ( )iiz itd 1,1 ++ νν  is the length of the 

shortest path from s to 1+iν  of the time exactly .1+itν  Let ( ,1ν== sP  

)1, += in νν…  be a shortest path of the time exactly 1+itν  with the 

alternating number at most i. If P is an empty path, then si =+1ν  and 

the time of P is 0. The value ( ) 00, =i
z sd  is correct. 

Assume that P is not empty. Let iν  be the predecessor of 1+iν  on this 

path. Let u be the time of the sub-path ( ),, isP ν  and let ( )iνψ  be the 

length of ( )., isP ν  By definition, ( ).,, 11 ubut iii ++=
+

ννν  By the 

induction, since ( ) ( ) .,, i
izi udtu i ννν ≥ψ≺  By the definition, ( )1, +isP ν  

is a path of the shortest possible length and of the time exactly ,1 Tt i ≤
+ν  

and since there exists a path of time exactly 1+itν  that achieves the 

length ( ) ., 11
i

iz itd
++ νν  In the following, V∈ν  represents of given a flow 

value to be sent from the source s to the sink ,ρ  and let jf  the maximal 

flow value which can be send along the j-th f-augmenting path with the 
time-varying and time windows ( )., ρsPj  

● The first algorithm can be implemented in ( )2nmTO  time. 

(ii) The second algorithm: 

Begin 

;0:=ν  

For nj ,,2,1 …=  do 

Call the first algorithm; 
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If ( ) ∞ρ∗ ≺zd  then call the algorithm UP-NET; (there is an                  

f-augmenting path ( )ρ,sPj  with the time-varying and time-windows of 

the flow value ( ( ));, ρ= sPCapf jj  so update the network) 

Else stop; (no feasible solution to send all ν  units of the flow from s 
to ρ  within the time )., jjjj btaTt νννν ≤≤≤  

;: jf+= νν  

If νν ≥  then stop; 

End 

Theorem 6.2. The second algorithm solves optimally the minimum 
cost flow problem with the time-varying and time-windows with no 
waiting times ( )( )0=iw ν  at each vertex { }.,\ ρ∈ sViν  

Proof. It will suffice for us to prove that neither the original network 
G nor each the dynamic residual network contains any negative cycle. 
This will guarantee that the first algorithm can be applied correctly. For 
convenience, we denote the original network G by 0G  and the residual 

network generated after the j-th iteration by .jG  Suppose that jG  

contains a negative cycles with the minimum subscript, and the cycle 
( )01110 ,,,,,,,, ννννννν …… −′′= nnlC  is one among these a negative 

cycles with the minimal length. We represent the shortest f-augmenting 
path ( ) ( )ρ=ρ ,,,,,,,, 10 ……… nj ssP ννν  found in the j-th iteration. 

The path ( )onnP ννν ,,, 1 …−=′  is generated after the j-th iteration. 

The path ( )iP νν ,0  exists before the j-th iteration. Note that if we ignore 

the direction, P and P ′  become the same, which we denote as .P  We 

claim that ( )ρ,sPj  can only have one common sub-path P  with C. 

We prove the claim as follows; If ( )ρ,sPj  has at least two common 

sub-paths with C, then there must exist a cycle ( ,,,,, kννν …… piC =′  

),,,, iq νν ……  since C′  exists in ,1−jG  it must have a positive length, 
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i.e., ( ) ( ) ( ) .0,,,,,,,, ≥ψ+ψ=′ψ iqpiC νννννν ………… kk  If ( ) ,0C′ψ  

we have ( ) ( ).,,,,,,,, iqpi νννννν ……≺…… kk ψψ−  Then, a replacing 

( )iqP ννν ,,,, ……k  by ( )ipP ννν ,,,, ……k  in C will be create a new 

cycle, and the length of this new cycle will be less than ( ).Cψ  However, 

we have assumed that C is the minimal one among all negative cycles. 
Thus we must have ( ) ,0=′ψ C  i.e., ( ) ( ,,,,,, ……… kk νννν ψ=ψ− pi  

).,, iq νν …  Then, we can use ( )ipP ννν ,,,, ……k  to replace ( ,, …kνP  

)iq νν ,, …  in C to eliminate cycle C′  and combine two the common sub-

paths into one. Following this operation, we can eliminate all other cycles 
and make ( )ρ,sPj  have only one common sub-path with C. 

Now, we consider ( ) ( ) ,0,,,,,,,, 01110 … CC nnl ψ′′= − ννννννν  we 

have ( ) ( ).,,,,,, 1001 nnn νννννν …… ′ψ>ψ− −  On the other hand, we 

know ( ) ( ),,,,,,, 0110 νννννν …… −ψ−=ψ nnn  thus ( ,,, 10 …ννψ  

) ( ).,,, 10 nn νννν …′ψ>  Noting that ( )ρ,sPj  is the shortest path from s 

to ρ  in 1−jG  and ( ) ( )nn PP νννννν ,,,,,,, 1010 …… ′  exist in ,1−jG  we 

can use ( )nP ννν ,,, 10 …′  to replace ( )nP ννν ,,, 10 …  in ( )ρ,sPj  to 

obtain another path, ( ),, ρ′ sP  with the property that ( ) ( ).PP ψ<′ψ  This 

is a contradiction. Therefore, jG  can not contain any negative cycles. 

● The second algorithm can be implemented in ( )2nmVTO  time. 

7. Conclusion 

We consider the minimum cost flow problem on a time-varying and 
time-windows (MCFPTVTW) which is a new version of the minimum cost 
flow problem (MCFP). The objective is to find an optimal schedule to send 
a flow from the source vertex to the sink vertex with the time-varying 
and time-windows subject to the constraint that the flow must arrive at 
the sink vertex before a deadline T. We propose a mathematical model of 
the MCFPTVTW. We give an instance without a waiting time. Finally, an 
algorithm of the MCFPTVTW is presented. 
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